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Software for Medical Technology
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clinics and medical practices to benefit the patients. We
develop software which helps manufacturers of medical
systems to develop reliable and high quality devices. We

Solutions for many Areas of Medicine
Endoscopy

Radiology

Endoscopic images or videos will be acquired directly
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Ophthalmology

taken into account when developing software for radiography. This has been taken care for in the development
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What about ME?

or OCT found their way into DICOM. DICOMconnect

You did not find your domain? Whether your area is

allows for a standardized connection of these examinati-
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Dental
In dental imaging, there are more imaging techniques
than x-ray technology, intraoral cameras for example.
Using the softgate solutions, you can connect your systems to medical information systems or medical archives.

perfect solution for you.

Our Products and Services
softgate‘s products are the starting point of software

including relevant meta-information and display charac-

development for medical devices. Being a service
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provider, we are used to taking your individual requirements into account.

IMAGINGpipeline
For optimal processing of image data coming from

medigate – The Platform for Medical Systems

camera, flat screen detector, or other image-recording

With medigate, we provide an extensive platform for
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optimal diagnosis due to outstanding image quality, the
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overview of all medical data for the treating personnel
directly at the diagnostic system, and a seamless integra-

softgate’s GDTbridge enables connecting medical exami-

tion into the medical workflow.
The modular design allows a perfect adjustment to your
existing systems.

ophthalmology. This allows for the exchange of examinamade via serial interface, USB or network. Individual

DICOMconnect expands imaging software systems by the
relevant DICOM interface. The focus lies in userfriendliness and easy integration. As a user, you will not
need in-depth DICOM knowledge.

customizing can be made by configuring the data exchange via the GDTbridge.
DICOM Validation
With a comprehensive collection of test tools, we simula-
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and practical suitability of your implementation as well as
the quality of your DICOM Conformance Statement.
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